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ABSTRACT 

This paper details results from nonlinear analyses of the ultimate limit 
state pedormance characteristic. of four Gulf of Mexico (GOM) platforms 
subjected to intense loadings from hurricane Andrew. These four platforms 
were located to the east of the track of hurricane Andrew. and were thus in 
!he mo.t intense portion of!he storm [Smith, 1993). The nooliaear analyses 
are able to replicate details of !he observed behavior of !he four sttuctutes. 
This replication is very dependent on realistic characterization of !he per
formance characteristics of the pi1~ foundations and on accurate information 
on the "as is" condition of the plattOrms before the storm. 

INTRODUCTION 

A3 part of a !--term research p<oject, analysis p<ocedores and com
puter programs are being developed that are intended to allow the engineer 
to make simplified, yet realistic evaluations of !he dynamic, - limit 
state behavior characteristics of conventional template-type offshore plat~ 
forms subjected to storm loadings. A companion pope< details !he seoond
generation simplified JW'ocedures that have been developed to permit evalua¥ 
lion& of stormloadings and static - cyclic capacities of such platforms [Bea, 
Mortazavi, 1995]. The fIDlt-generation _...,t. and verifications have 
hcea described by Bea [1995) aad DesRoc:hes {1993]. The _...,t. 1hst is 
being developed to pcevide modifieations lhst will permit !he dynamic - tnn
sient loading effects to be taken iBto aecount has hcea described and initial 
results pcesented by Bea aadYoung [1993). 

The simplified p<ecedores are being verified wi1h results from complex 
nonlinear static and dynamic analyses that are able to provide details on the 
performance characteristics of platforms that are loaded to their ultimate 
~mil state [Bea, DesRoches, 1993; Bea, Landeis, Craig, 1992; Bea, Craig, 
1993]. 

This paper describes results from four platforms that have been ana
lyzed as part of this research. These four platforms were located to the east 
of the track of hurricane Andrew, and were thm in the most intense portion 
of !he stmn [Smith, 1993). The aonliaear analyses are able to replicate 
details of the observed behavior of the four structures. The remainder of this 
paper will detail the analyses and results for dtese four platfonm. 

PLATFORM 'B' 

Platform •a• (PB) is a self-contained, 8-leg, drilling and production plat
form with 12 weJI slots and 9 drilled wells (Figure 1). The platform was 
inst.alled in 118 ft of water in the South Timbalier region in 1964. The plat
f«m was designed according to conventional 1963 criteria based on "25
year" return period design conditions (wave height of SS feet). 

Cellar and main deck elevations wece located at + 34 ft. and + 47 ft. re
spectively. The majoc deck framing is 43 ft. by 93 ft in plan, aad !he jacket 
legs arc baueted at one to eight in both broadside aad end-on framing. The 
deck legs are 36 in. in diameter with a wall thickness of 0.625 in. and are 
connected to !he tops of !he piles wi1h welded shim connecrions. The 39 in. 
diametes legs have an average wall ihickness of 0.50 in. aad have no joint 
cans. However, gusset plate& are nsed wi1h !he jacket leg K-joints. The 
broadside braces vary from 14 in. in the first of four jacket bays to 20 in. in 
the lowest jacket bay, while the end.-on tracing varies from 14 in. to 16 in. 

FIGURE 1: PLATFORM 'B' 

Based on coupon tests performed after the platform was inst.ailed {Imm, 
et al., 1994], !he jacket bracing and horironlal fr•milljl are made of nominal 
50 bi steel with an average yield strength of 58 bi. The jacket legs and 
piles are colllp0.%d of nominal 36 ksi steel with an average yield strength of 
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43 bi. The strength of the legs sed piles is based on the sssumption Iha! 
large membeu, i.e., - than 30 in., were fabricated of plate steel, while 
the smaller members were comtructed of rolled pipe sections. 

The 36 in. piles extend 190 ft. below the mudlinc through 165 ft. of soft 
to stiff gray clay and 2S ft. of fine dense sand. At the time of design, antici
pated pile loads were 770 tons in comprenion and 350 tons in tension. PB's 
piles were grouted inside its 39 in. jacir.t !egs in 1973. 

Although the platfonn bu been subjected to several severe hwrieanes 
(Carmen, 1974, sed Andrew, 1992), PB bas sustained no sigmficant struc· 
tura1 damage. This is due in part to previous platfa:m remediatJ.ons. In 1974, 
the eye of Hunicane Carmen passed within ten miles: of PB. Cellar deck 
damage auggested the largest waves were approximately 58 ft from the 
southeast llindeast atudies predicted slighdy highec wave bcights. Post
hurricane analyses indicated that the + 10 ft. vertical diagonal joints experi
enced cotn{ressive yielding. The platform was the subject of a risk analysis 
in 1988 that identllted it as a significant risk [Imm. et al., 1994]. Conse
quently, in 1991 all eight conductors were removed and the ceUar deck was 
cleared of all equipment. 

In 1992, the eye of Hurricane Andrew passed within eight miles of the 
platform. Cellar deck damage supested a muinalm wave height between 
60 ft. and 64 ft. from east-southeast. approximately fifteen degrees off 
broackide. Hindcast studies confinned this observation. During this event, 
all four+ 10 ft. K-joints in the broadside vertical trusses experienced yield
ing; two joints were at or clMe to their ultimate capacity. Durin" the post
hurricane inspection, .it was discovered that there was no grout 1n the pile
jacket leg annulus at + 10 ft. Below the water line, the grout performed 
well. If all four+ 10 ft. K-joints yield a collapse mechanism is formed. 

It is estimated that ten percent more lateral load would have collapsed 
the structure [Imm. et al.• 1994). Analyses showed that the load causing the 
joint yielding is very close to the load experienced during Andrew. More 
importantly, it was estimated that removing the conductors decreased the 
load during Andrew by twenty percent. Analyses also showed that the pla.t
fonn was capable ot being re·loaded to the level experienced during 
Andrew. However, the+ 10 ft. K-joints were grouted as an additional safety 
measure. 

Several trials analyses were performed to find the wave height that 
caused platfocm failure widi a load W:roc of unity. It was assumed Iha! the 
majority of the lond Iha! could cause collapse of the platform was due to 
wave and current loads, and particulady wave-in-deck loads. The current 
and wind data from the Andrew bindcast studies were used and the wave 
height was varied. The wind forces used were based on hiadcast conditioos 
andcurrent AP! RP 2A guidelines [AP!, 1993). Boat landing, barge bumper, 
and loadings associated with other known appurtenances were simulated. 

Hydrodynamic coeflicients·were chosen based on AP! grudclines (1993, 
1994], recent rest dats [Bea, Pawsey, Litton, 1991; Heideman, Weaver, 
tmJ , and engineering judgment. The best estimat~ drag and i~ coeffi 
cients (Cd, C...) were as taken to be 1.2 for cylinders, respecUvely (all 
assumed IO be bydrodynnmically rough) (Rcdenbush, 1986]. 

Based on die sWlll hindcast results (Cardone, Cox, 1992] sed measured 
results from past GOM hurricanes [Bea, Pawsey, Litton, 1991], wave kine
matics dUectiooal spreading W:roc equal to 0.88 was used for bodt the deck 
sed jacir.t loads. A current blockage factor of 0.80 for broadside loading 
sed 0.70 for end-on loading was also included. It shwld be noted Iha! die 
wave height used for the end-on loading scenario did not create a load pat
tern that failed the platform with a load factor of unity. However, it was 
determined that this wave height was close to the realistic limit for this water 
depth. 

The sea!ytical model foe PB contained the primary structural compo
nents of the platform. It wns assumed Iha! the main sed cellar decks were 
oot part of the first failure mode. Therefore, only the main fuuning members 
of the decks were modeled. The conduct-or framing was replaced with suf
ficiently rigid c:ross members to simulate their stiffness contribution. To 
account for a grouted pile-jacket leg annulus, the leg thickness was in
creased from 0.5 in. to 1.0 in. AH members were given an initial 
imperfection, which was ealculated by using Chen's buckli~ curve sed 
member information for the critical braces to the structure {Oien. Ross, 
1977]. This analysis was based on rigid joints. 

The amrlinear soil SJ2rings were developed ming the PAR program as
suming static loading [Bea, 1992]. Since analyacs sed post-Andrew 
inspeciioos indicated that the first failure mode occurs in the upper jacket 
bay for both broadside and end-oo loading, the exact perfc.-~ of the soil 
spings is not aiticaJ in determining the ultimate lateral load remtance ca
pacity of the platform. Howevec, there are two items concerning the soil 
spring models Iha! should be noted. 

First, the T-Z (axial load ·pile shaft displacement) sed Q-Z (pile tip lond 
- displacement) springs included as part of the model are linear as defined in 

the input to USFOS, which means that they will exhibit elastic behavior. 
Originally theSe nodes were defined using two force-displacement points, 
whidi translates into a ltraight lioe model This stratCU" was iateaded to 
duplicate the ~ used in the criginal analyses [!nun, et al, 1994]. 
Whea defining nonlinear soil properties, usros linearly extrapolates from 
the last two user defined points at both curve extremes. 1herefore, since 
there were only two user def'med points defining the non--linear behavior of 
the T-Z sed Q-Z springs, USFOS exu.polated along the same original ..., 
defined line for bodt tension sed compressioo behavior. The P-Y (lateral 
pile lond • displaeement) curvea were defined using eight points, four points 
for each transverse direction. Thus the P-Y spings wi11 exhibit nonlinear 
behavior. 

As stated above, the linear elastic model of the T-Z and Q-Z springs will 
not significantly af!ert the determination .the platfonn'~ ulti~ ca~itf· 
However, this fact 1.1 based on the assumptlOO diat the pile-soil interactroa is 

not part of the first failure mode. The ultimate pile uplift sed compression 
fc.-ces were calwlated. The htrgest tension and compression pile fottes for 
both the broadside and end-on loading cases were lower than these previ
ously calculated ..Wmwn values .. Thus, the piles are oot the weak link in 
the sysrem for the load patterns used. Hence, wlule the ultimate capacity of 
the platfocm should not be effected by these linear spring, it is assumed that 
the shape of the displacement dependent results will not be euctly c«rect. 

Secondly, the manner in which the ~ned T-Z and P~Y .springs were 
modeled is prone to potential error. especiaUy for large displacements. 
Again, this error is assumed not to affect the .ultimate ~ty of the plat
form, but it does cause inaccuracies that are Worth mentJOrung. In the HJ 
model the T-Z and p.Y were combined into a two node nonlinear soil spring. 
The combined spring has T-Z ~ng properties for its axial disol""!'ments 
and P· Y spring properUes for ltS ......,,_ displ~. Bodi axial and 
transverse displacements are measured relauve to the onginal coordinates of 
the element's end nodes. However, when a T-Z I P-Y soil spring element 
becomes deformed the relative position of the two end nodes must be consi<l
ered for the deformed shape. Since thU is not the case, in a deformed 
position the displacement transverse to the element will be resisted by the P
y spring and the T-Z spring. The exact spring properties for any given de
formed shape can be solved using vedor anaJysis. 

Broadside Loading 

The force-displacement curve for broadside loading is shown in Figure
2. This curve indicates that platform fails at 0.907 of the reference toad 
patrem or a total base shear of 3,800 kips. This laleral loading capacity is 
less than the 4,900 kips reported by !nun et al. (1993]. This diffenmec is due 
to the differences in the {oading pattemi utili7.ed in the two analyses.-~ The 
analyses reported in this paper have larger wave forces acting on the plat
form lower deck. 

Figure 2 indicates Iha! the platform has no resetVe strength aftec the fJUt 
brace - joint failure. However, it is important to note that the platform ca~ 
experience large inelastic displacement before a failme mechanism JS 

formed. If the force-displacement curve were extended it woold show that 
eventuaUy, the jacket legs develop .sufficient resistance in bending to cause 
buckling of the braces in the thirdjaclc.t bay. 

Base Shear (kips) 
If -·


Global Dlsplaceme nt fin:) 

FIGURE 2: BROADSIDE FORCE-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIP 
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~Loading 

• The f~displacement curve for end--on loading is shown in Figure 3. 
'This curve indicates that the uppermost compression braces buckle at 1.12 of 
the .-.,..,. load pattem or a total base shear of 3,900 icips. Figure 4 shows 
ihal after the ccmpn!SSion br.... • joints in the fourth jacket bay fail the 
platform bas a small increase in resiStaoCe capacity until the compression
braces in the third jacket bay and the horizontal framing between these two 
levels almost simultaneously fail, at which point the platform is at imminent 
eollapse. 

Comparisons of Analytical and Observed-· 
The bunicane hindcast data [Cardone, Oix (19921 and observed plat

form perfcxmance indicate that PB survived 60 - 64 ft waves 15 degrees off 
of broadside daring hurricane Andrew. Approximately 96 p«cent the peak 
loading developed during the Sloon was resisted by the broadside framing. 
The USFOS analysis indicates that the platform experiences first significant 
member failure, brace - joint failure, at 91 percent of the load from a 64 ft 
direct broadside wave. 

The wave deck loads are very significant for this loading profile. The 
deck loads represent nearly 40 percent of the total load. This is in agreement 
wilh the results doeumented by Imm. et al. [1994]. The hydrodynamic loads 
are highly sensitive to the wave height and the surge height In addition, 
initial imperfection magnitude and direction are realistic but somewhat c;on
servative. Hence, the brace - joint failure load represents a probable lower 
bound estimate of the true trace strength. This same result was observed by 
Imm et al. [1993) based on results from K-braced frame tests. 

Taking the above factors into consideration. the USFQS: results indicate 
that PB should survive the loads from hurricane Andrew. The analytical 
results are in conformance with the observed performance of PB after hurri~ 
cane Andrew [Imm, et al., 1994). 

Pl.ATFORM 'C' 

. Platform 'C' (PC) (Figure 4) was installed in the GOM Ship Shoal region 
1n 1970. This ~a:m is a self contained four pile drilling and production 
platform located m 157 ft. of water. PC survived hurricane Andrew without 
significant damage. 

The platform has four conductocs and eight risers. The PC decb are lo
cated at elevatiom of +33 ft., +43 ft., +56 ft. and +71 ft. The deck: legs form 
a 30 ft. b_L~~-s_quare in plan and the jacket legs are battered at 1:11 in both 
pnmary-~. 
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AGURE 3: END-ON FORCE-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIP 

The piles fer PC run lhrougb the jacket legs, but unlike PB the pile-jacket 
leg annulus is not grouted. The 36 in. diameter piles extend 355 ft below the 
mudline through 328 ft. of soft to stiff guy clay and 27 ft. of fine dense aand. 
The sand layer starts at 197 ft. below mudline. The clay above the sand i'I 
g......Uy soft and silty, while the clay below the sand is stiff. 

. While the pile-leg annnlus is not groured, the jacket legs and most other 
1n~ecting members have joint cans. The 39.5 in. diameter jacket leg.'! are 
0.5 m. thick while the joint cans are 1.25 in. thick. The deck: legs are 36 in. in 
diameter with a wan thickness of 1.25 in. and are connected to the tops of the 

piles. The vertical braces vary from 16 in. in the top or seventh jacket bay to 
20 in. in the first jacket bay. All members reportedly ""' COllstructed of 
nominal 36 ksi steel wilh an average yield streas of 43 ksi. 

Manz know PC aa the "PMB Beneluruu:k 
Platform (PMB Engineering, 1994]. PC was 
used as a test structure for a Joint Industry Project 
(JIP). The JIP'a main cbjective was to USC88 the 
variability in the cal<ulated ultimare capacity of a 
typical fixed offshore platf«rn due to different 
assumptions, different eode interpretations, dif
ferent softwace packages, and human erroc. The 
JIP puticipoDts were to strictly use API guide
linea [1993, 1994! to define the loading and 

capacity parameten of the analyses. However, 

the software and analysis tedmiquea used varied 

between companies. Analysis results sp:cified 

by PMB were submitted by all the parucipants. 

These results were- then compared to assess their 

variability [PMB Engineering, 1994). 


The platform was analyzed with foundation 
simulations based on 'static' and 'dynamic' pile 
soil interaction characteristics [Bea, 1987; 
1992a). The static pile simulations were based on 
the soi} boring test results (wireline samples, 
undrained - unoonsolidated triaxial tests) and API 
static pile oapac:,J;.':!®lines [AP!, 1993). The 
dynamic pile si ·ons were based on soil 
broing test results corrected for sample distur
~ [Quiros, et al., 1983] and dynamic pile 
capacitiy guidelines in the API Commentary on 
PU. Capacity for Axial Cyclic Loadings (1993). 
The differences between static and dynamic 
axial and lateral pile capacities ranged from 2 to 
3 [Bea, 1987). The differences between static 
and dynamic axial and lateral pile stiffnesaes 
were as great as 10. These results are in agree
ment with those developed by Tang [19gs, 1990] 
These results also are justified by comparisona of static and dynamic field 
pile load 1est data [Bea, Audibert, 1979; Bea, 1980; Bea, et al., 1984). 

Wind forcea were calculated uaing AP! RP 2A guidelines [1993]. Ap
purtenance and deck loads were calculated by hand using 1he wave 
kinematics developed in W AJAC. The broadside and end-on loading sce
narios are .....Ually identical and thus, only - direction was ....tyzed.

AB with PB, hydrodynamic coefficients were chosen based on recent test 
data and .agineering judgment. The, the best estimate drag and ine<tia coef· 
ficients wea-e taken to be 1.2 for cylinder.. A wave kinematics factor equal 
to 0.88 was used for both the deck and jaclret loada. A current blockage 
factor of 0.80 was also included. 

The computer model contains the primary structural components of the 
platform. It was asaumed that the main and cellar decks were not patt of the 
fint fail11n> mode. Theref..-e, only the main framing members of the decb 
were modeled. The conductors were transvm'ely· slaved to nearby nodes in 
the horizontal framing from the first deck down to the ....rune. The piles 
were transversely slaved to the jacket legs ihal they run through ex«pt al the 
top, where the piles, jacket legs and deck legs are rigidly connected at all 
four comen. AU members were given an initial imperfection, which was 
chosen based on the AP! standards for allowable pr.............W. member 
imperfectioas. Finally, since the platform contains joint cans this anaJvfl• 
used rigid joints. , 

_Single node aon~linear SOil springs were developed using the procedures 
outlitted AP! RP 2A [1993). Theae procedures assumed static and dynamic 
loading assumpCioos [AP!. 1993; 1994]. Based on results from past ....tyses 
of GOM platforms anbjected to bunicane loadings, pile simulatioos based on 
traditional static pile capacity methods can be too CODSerVative is some eases 
and will U..U- a false failure in the foundation [Bea, DesRoches, 1993]. 

L.oadingResulta 

The initiating failure mode for PC based on the static pile cbaracteriza.· 
tion is pile plunging. The force-displacement history for broadside loading is 
shown in I'lgure S. This curve indicates that platform fails at 0.628 of the 
reference load pattern or a total base shear of 1,700 kips at a displacement ot: about 24 in. From Figure 5 it can be seen that the platform bas a constant 
stiffness aftet all the T-Z and Q-Z springs of the compression piles have 
reached their final plateaus 

..--------~ 

FIGURE4: 

PLATFORM 'C' 
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Since the foundation was shown to be the weak link in the platform. an 
a.aalysis based on a dynamic pile characterization was also performed •. 
Results from the USFOS analyses showed that if the foundation was charac~ 
teriz.ed based on consideration of dynamic effects, the braces in the second 
jacket bay became the weak link. The second bay cotnp<ession braces 
buckled at 1.30 of the reference load pattern oc a total base shear of 3,440 
kips. After the cotnp<essioo braces in the second jacket bay buckled, the 
braces in the third jacket bay buckled and the jacket began to "unzip". 

The lateral force ~ displacement characteristics for the analyses based 
on the dynamic pile characteri7.&tion is given in Figure 6. The peak lateral 
load capacity is now 3,500 kips and it is reached at a 1-.J displacement of 
about 9 in. Baaed on the dynamic pile characterization, the 1-.J load "ca
pacity of the platform is about doubled. 
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Comparison of Analylical-0--. 
The hwricane hindcut data (Cardone, Cox (1992] and observed plat

form performance iadicat<> that PC survived 53 - S6 ft waves docing 
hurricane Andrew. Based oa the .....its from the analyses performed on PC, 
the total lateral loading associ•ted with these conditions rmg:ed from I.700 to 
1,900 kips. These loadings exceed the platform capacity that was based oa 
static pile capacitiel. However~ they do not exceed the platform capacity 
that was based on dynamic pile capacities. Given that the platf0£111 survived 
hwrieane Andrew - sigaificant damage, it is conclnded that the plat
foon capacity hued oa the dynamic pile simulations is more realistic. 

For broadside er end-oe loading. the range in the PMB benchmarlc lat
eral lood capacities was 1,500 kips lo 3,(,()() lips [PMB, 1994). Bued on the 
analyses performed during this study, the lower bound resolts were obtained 
when the static pile capacity was utiliud (Pigore S) and the upper boond 
when the dynamic pile capacity wu uulized (Figure 6). There is good 
agreement between these two sets of results. The majority of the range 
between the lower bound and upper bound results is attributable to differ
ences in how the foundation iB simajated. 

WELLHEAD PROTECTORS 1 AND 2 

The eye of hurricane Andrew passed within 
a few miles to the west of Wellhead Protertors 1 
(WP!) and 2 (WP2) (Figures 7 and 8). Hurri
cane Andrew produced extreme storm load.in~ 
which caused WPl to collapse. Diver surveys 
made after the ~ indicated WP! failed by 
pull out of the piles on the sooth side of the plat
form. The seemingly identical WP2 dJd ... 
coJJapse; there was no significant damage to this 
structure. The goal of this study was to deter
mine how the forces developed by hurricane 
Andrew could have cansed the collapse of WP! 
and ... the collapse of WP2. 

The study of WP I and WP2 involved the use 
of three c:omporer programs: I) StruCad*3D, 2) 
USFOS, end 3) Ul.SLEA. StruCad*3D (Zentech, 
1993) was to perform linear elastic ualyses in 
order to gain an overall undecstanding of the 
response of the two structures to storm loading. 
Ul.SLEA (Ultimale Limit StalO Limit llquilibrium 
Anolyses) [Monuavi, Bea, 1994) is a tedmique 
which performs silJl'lified analyses of the load 
resisting capacities of offshore template struc
tnres {Bea. Mertor.avi, I99S]. This approach 
serves as a link between linear and nonlinear 
analyses by providing estimates of the alO£ll1 
loads required lo canse fim yield and collapse of 
the wellhead protectors. The third approach 
utilixed the uooli....- analysis program USFOS 
(SINTEF, 1994) lo perfcrm static pushover 
analyses of the wellhead protec!OOI. In thi:t pa
per, because ofspau /imilalians ""' tKll --. 
only the results from the USFOS analyses. Af-• paper will detail the .....its from the other 
two methods and eompare these .....its. 

Struclllnll Characteristics 

The two structures evaluated herein were 
both located in the South Timbalier area. The 
two wellhead protectors were designed and 
installed -ly in the 1980's by the same firm. 
The two wellhead prot-ectors were designed 
occooling to the some API RP 2A guideline. The 
slighlly older WPI is located in 52 ft of water 
and is oriented 45° counterclockwise from true 
north. WP2 is located in slightly shallower water 
(49 ft) and is orientod parallel lo true nocth. 
Beth -es ore two bay, four pile template 
structnres designed to provide limited facilities 
for 36 in. diametec caisson wen risen (Figures 7 
and 8). Both protectors bave offset braced heli
pods and boat landings for easy occeu. 

The jacket framing of the two structures is 
almost identical, with WP2 having slightly smallec 
diameter jacket legs and piles; 28 and 24 in.~ as opposed lo 30 and 26 in. 
Diagonal vertical bracing is made up of 18 in. tubulau, while plan bracing is 
composed of 12.75 in.. tubulars on all three levels. AH members were fabri~ 
cated osing A36 grade ateel. 

FIGURE7: 

WELLHEAD 


PROTECTOR1 


FIGURES: 
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'Ille mmt prominent difference between the two structures, other than 
water depth and orientation. lies in the number and locatioo of caisson risers 
each structure must support. The two caissons of WPl are located just out· 
side of the sttucture llOl1b end of the jacket and are not tied sub.tantially to 
the jacket. WP2'1 caiuon is rigidly framed within the interior of the jacket. 

SoilMd~~tic• 

The foundations for the two structures are very similar only in that they 
""bodi compooed of four piles. The design of these piles is quite different. 
WP1 •s piles are 187 ft. long. 26 in. in diameter and are comprised of several 
~ts. At the tip there is a five foo< pile shoe with 0.75 in. thick walls for 
driving. It is foll?wed by 100 ft. of O.S in. tf;tick walls. Above this _segment. is 
the only pile splice found below the mudline. Here the wall thickness 1n· 
creases again to 0.75 in. for another ten ft. The remainder of the pile above 
the pi1ehead and into the lower bay is 1.125 in. th.iclc. wn·s piles are slightly 
longer (190 ft.) than those of WPI to compensate for its smaller diameter of 
24 in. It's upper wall thickness are generally larger as weJJ, running at 1.213 
in. to withstand the large bending stresses found in the piles near the mudline. 
The remaining distribution is essentially the same as for WPL 

Nonlinear axial soil curves were generated from soil boring tests [Law 
1981]. The soil conditions were reported as consisting of a deep 172 ft. layer 
of soft clays overlying a deep layer of stiff sand. Shear strengths of the clay 
run between 0.31 ksf at the SUiface to 0.5 ksf at a dePlh of 64 ft., and to 1.5 
ksf at the sand layer boundary. It was recommended that the structures' 
piles should be designed so as to be driven to depth into the sand in order to 
take advantage of its hlgh compressive bearing capacity. 

The pile - soil intuactions were modeled using API RP 2A guidelines for 
static (f-Z, Q-Z) - cyclic (P-Y) and dynamic loading conditions [AP!, 1993; 
1994]. 

The results of the study based on StruCad*3D and ULSLEA initially in
dicated that WP1 and WP2 should have behaved similarly; both should have 
survived. At. this point. the pile driving records for the structures were ob
tained and reviewed. It was discovered that bodt of the piles on the sooth 
side of WPl had been under~driven by 5 feet. All of the piles in WP2 had 
been driven to their design penetrat.ioru;:. 

storm loadings 

Wind, wave and cwrent characteristics were chosen from environ
mental data provided from the Hurricane Andrew hindcast [Cardone and 
Cox 19921- The sWcture was loaded along its principal axes. The following 
hydrodynamic parameter were used ia these analyses: . 

Wind: 98 knots; ABS wind profile 
Wave: 40 ft. height; 9.5 second period 
9th Order Stream Function Wave Theory 
Cunent: 6 fps constant 0- depth
Snrge and Tule: 3 ft. 
Drng Coefficient (tubular membecs): Cd= 1.2 

The two structures were loaded only along their principal axes to pro~ 
vide consistency between the various approaches employed to analyze 
structural response. Wave loads for USFCiS were generated by the seastate 
program WAJAC [DNV 1993) which determines peak loads using phase 
angle intervals of 1°. The global base drears developed on WP! and WP2 
during the passage of Andrew are summarized in Figure 9. The results ind.i
cale WPl experienced peak ltieral loadings that were about 20 % larger 
than those on WP2. The peak i...ral loading on WP! was 1,100 kips and on 
WP2 was 850 kips. 

Push-Over Results 

The static push-over results for WPI and WP2 based on the USFOS re
sults are summarized in Figure 10. The "double humps .. found in both 
analyses result from the increased stiffness of the structures when contact 
between the jacket and caissons occur, The negative stiffness found at the 
end of all analyses represents pile pullout. The large lateral deformations 
produce plastic hinges in the piles which produce a near mechanism. It is the 
additional strength and rigidity of the caissons which prevents the structures 
from soft st-Ory collapse. This added stiffness allows the full axial capacity of 
the soils to be exceeded to produce pile pullout. The maximum lateral load 
capacity of WP! is 910 kips and WP2 886 kips. 

The USFOS result that bodi muctures fail due to pile yielding and pullout 
was confirmed by reaults from the StruCad•3D and t.lLSLEA analyses. The 
ratio of the peak lateral loading during hurricane Andrew to the maximum 
i...ral loading capocity is 1.2 and 0.95 for WPl and WP2, respe<tively. The 
analyses indicate that WP! should have failed due to pile pullout and WP2 
should have survived. The paradox of why these two seeming]y identical 
structures behaved differently was due to the differences in the appurte
nances (well conductors). d1e manner in which the wells were tied Into the 
structures, and the under-driven piles. The effects of these differences only 

became evident wbeo these "details" were determined and their implica<ions 
integrated into the analyses. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This paper details results from nonlinear analyses of the ultinwe limit 
st.ate performance characteristics of four Gulf of Mexico Platforms JUb.. 
jeered to intense loadings from hurricane Andrew. One of the platfomu 
(pl-.0 'B') is a conventional 8-leg drilling and production platfonn that 
survived the loadings developed dw:ing hurricane Andrew. Inspections of 
this platform following the ~ disclosed severe damage to the joiBts and 
braces that indicated that the platform was loaded nearly to its ultimate limit: 
state lateral load capacity. The analyses are able to replicate this perfomr 
ance 

Two of the other platforms are 4-leg well protectors that also survived 
hurricane Andrew. One of these platforms (platform 'C') was the subje<t of 
an industry study in which a large number of engineering organizations w!re 
provided identical information oo the platform and reques«od to detemune 
the loadings and <:apacities. of the sttucture JPMB F.ngjneering Inc., 19941
This platform sumved humcaae Andrew without significant damage. The 
analyses indicate that it should have performed in this ~- ~ a~yses 
indicate that the very Iaq;e range 10 structure capac1l1es obtained .tS due 
principally to differences in the irocedures used to simulate the pile founda
tion performance characteristics. Traditional 'static' chiracterizations form 
a lower bound while 'dynamic' characterizations form an upper bound for 
the lateral loading capacities of this particular structure. 
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The third 4-leg well prolectoc (WPI) was locared direcdy in !he palh of 
hunieane Andrew. k collapsed. The fourth ....my, aeemingly identical 4
leF well protect« (WP2) was not damaged. The aoalysea are able to exp!Wn 
this pawfox. When subtle differences in !he _.......,..., well atttclt
meaa, and f<llll!<latioa piling penetratioos were recognized, the aoalytical 
reMis indi<ated that the plaifonn that survived llhould have and the plalfcnn 
that collapsed. should have. It was not 'probabilistic' differences that re
sulted in the survival and coll~ but rather 'deumniaistic' differences. 
TIU experience indi...,. that observed failure& and survivals of plalfonns 
can provide uselUI lnfcnnatioo when the details of the -..... are known. 
When platforms are looded at or elose to thejr collapse capacity, nuances in 
their elements loadings. and perf«1ll8ACC can detennine the difference 
between survi~a1 and fulure. Analyses performed oo ltructures without 
these details can provide misleading results (Puskar, et al, 1994]. 
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